if you're searching with the catalog (library.tcu.edu/catalog) you'll sometimes need to broaden searches to “Words anywhere” (keyword) in order to find useful items. Title and subject searches won’t pick up chapter titles or words in Contents or Summary areas.

Subject headings can be incredibly useful. Sometimes there are only titles and subject headings to tell you what’s in a book, video, etc. — Contents and Summary notes aren’t always present in catalog records. Click on Subject headings to find more items in that subject area (books and more); also note the terminology to use in other searches.

Location and call number: in this case, the item is in the Music/Media Library. Most items are “Main Stacks,” either in the basement or on the second floor. The (location) link brings up a building map to show the location.

Detailed Holdings: here you can find very important extra details – sometimes the catalog record is for a set of books, videos etc. and we only have some of the set; if that’s the case this area will tell you. It will also tell you if an item is checked out, and allow you to request that an item be held for you when it’s returned (“Request”).